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                                       The Service Prayer
God, grant us knowledge that we may act according to your divine precepts, instill in us a sense of your purpose, make us servants of your will and grant us a bond of selflessness that this may truly be your work, not ours, in order that no addict, anywhere, need die from the horrors of addiction.
                      
On Service

Everything that occurs in the course of NA service must be motivated by the desire to more successfully carry the message of recovery to the addict who still suffers. It was for this purpose that these guidelines have been compiled. We must always remember that as individual members, groups, and as service committees:

WE ARE NOT AND NEVER SHOULD BE, IN COMPETITION WITH EACH OTHER.

 We work separately and together in an effort to help the newcomer and for our common good. We have learned, painfully, that internal strife cripples our fellowship; it prevents us from providing the service necessary to grow as a fellowship.
               
This policy was written simply as a guide or the express purpose of providing some direction to the CTA subcommittees and it's members to conduct NA business at the area level, effectively and efficiently. Obviously no one document can be so thorough that it would apply to all situations on a constant basis. We must still rely on the GOD of our understanding to fill our hearts with knowledge, wisdom, and compassion allowing a collective decision that helps better carry the message of Narcotics Anonymous. 

All areas not covered by this policy refer to the 12 Traditions, 12 concepts, and guide to local services, the standard code of parliamentary procedures, and above all our Higher Power.                      







Area Service Committee
The area service committee (ASC) is the primary means by which the services of local NA community's are administered. The ASC is composed of NA group service representatives (GSR), administrative officers (chairperson, vice chairperson, secretary, treasurer, vice treasurer, and two regional committee members (RCM1 and RCM2). The area committee elects its own officers and subcommittee chairs.
 
The area service committee is ultimately responsible to the groups they serve. Narcotics Anonymous groups send group service representatives (GSRs) to serve on the area committee. While still maintaining final responsibility and authority for area services, they invest enough delegated authority in their GSRs and through them, in the area committee, for the necessary work to get done.
 
NA groups also send money to the area committee, money needed to coordinate panels, maintain phonelines, and conduct public information activities. Through their contributions of money and manpower, the groups exercise both their responsibility and their authority for NA services.
 The NA Group
 NA groups are local, informal associations of recovering addicts. They are the foundation of the NA service structure. Groups are formed for the primary purpose of carrying the NA message of recovery, and all these activities should reflect that purpose. Conducting Narcotics anonymous meetings is the primary activity of an NA group. The group may conduct its own affairs in whatever way it seems fit to its members, provided the group's actions are consistent with NA’s Twelve Traditions and do not adversely affect other groups or the entire NA fellowship. In the conduct of the affairs of NA as a whole, the groups delegate to the rest of the service structure the responsibility for the fulfillment of than services. GSRs and Alternate GSRs (ALT GSR) are elected by group members to participate on behalf of the groups in the area committee. 

Everyone who attends the meeting has a voice on the floor.

Suggested Guidelines for New Group Acceptance to the C.T.A.
        
New groups should meet consistently for three months and be represented at three consecutive area meetings before being considered for acceptance into the C.T.A.
 
Format
        
The format for conducting an ASC meeting can vary from one chair to another since it is the chairperson’s choice as to which format is to be used. It is the chair's responsibility to form an agenda for each monthly meeting. A sample format can be found in a Guide to Local Services.

Agenda

	Chairperson will prepare a tentative agenda and make it available on the day of the ASC.

All input, ideas, and motions given to the CTASC chairperson in writing twenty (20) days prior to the meeting shall have priority over motions introduced on the floor.
                         
Special Sessions of the Area Service Committee
                
To hold a special session of the CTASC, due cause should be determined by contacting the ASC chairperson who contacts the ASC members either by phone or by mail. The issue can be then be resolved by the members coming together and taking a vote; or the chair can contact each member by phone and tally the yea/nea votes on the proposal being considered. A two-thirds majority vote is needed to approve such an issue.

Reports

Monthly
All reports are limited to five (5) minutes.  Any report that would exceed that limit will need prior approval from the CTASC chair.
Each report is to be printed or typed and copies made to be distributed to all GSRs, Admin, and sub committee chairs. Secretary will keep a copy for the archives.
Each report is to be given by the trusted servant responsible for it.
Each report will include an account of any activities the person or subcommittee was involved in for the month, plans for upcoming events, and any financial information such as expenditures or request for funds.
The CTASC chair will determine the amount of discussion that will be allowed after each report.

Annual

	All reports are to be submitted in duplicate at the January ASC meeting.  One copy will go into the archives and one will go to the RCM for the annual report to be presented at the regional service committee.

Area chair report to include the update of the Central Texas Area history involving new groups, Ad-Hoc committees, new boundaries (if any), total active groups, problems and solutions the area experienced. Also included will be a financial statement and plans for the up coming year.
The Vice-Chair report will provide a summary of interaction with the area subcommittees, noting any specific accomplishments, challenges, and projected plans for the coming year.
The Treasurer is to compile a yearly report consisting of the past year's financial records. Including up to date financial statement.
Each Subcommittee chair will report on the past year's activity, accomplishments, specific problems, situations, solutions, financial records, and plans for the coming year.
Group
All groups should submit a report at each area.
The GSR or ALT GSR will be responsible for giving the report and then answering questions following the report.
Chair may allow time for discussion to help solve a problem a group wishes to have addressed at the time of the report or in the sharing session.
                                          

 Quorum
 
	A quorum must be present to do business legally.

Official quorum is one more than half the present qualified voting membership of the ASC.
Official quorum must be reached by 30 minutes after the appointed starting time of the ASC.
If a group is not represented in two successive committee meetings (excused or unexcused) a letter of concern will be sent to the group in question, with a copy directed to the RCM. The RCM will contact the group and report at the next area the group's situation and or intention.
If a group misses three (3) successive committee meetings (excused or unexcused) they will be removed from the quorum and voting privileges cancelled.
Any group removed from the roll call will be considered as a new group pertaining to being added back on the quorum and voting privileges restored.





Motions
A motion is nothing more than an idea.  We introduce this idea as a motion.  E.G.:”I make a motion we meet in the park.”
A second is required for a motion because if only one person is interested in an idea, it would not be worth the body addressing, but if at least two people were interested in an idea, possibly others would be also.
There are several classifications of motions, these are listed within the definitions and are fully explained in the Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure.
There are a number of motions pertaining to parliamentary procedure; those that apply are included in Appendix A. 
	Only voting members can make motions or second motions. One exception to this rule is that subcommittee chairs can make motions pertaining to their subcommittee with a second from a GSR. Subcommittee chairs can never vote.

Voting

	GSRs or ALT GSRs are the only voting members at the CTASC.

The chairperson or Vice chair (in the absence of the chair) may vote only in the case of a tie.
Voting may be done by a show of hands (division of assembly or by paper ballot.
Other methods of voting include general consent and acclamation (used only in elections).
The number of votes required to pass a motion can be a simple majority (one more than half of quorum) or a two-thirds majority, depending on the rules governing the type motion being voted on.                          
Discussion

The Right of Discussion

Full and free discussion of every proposition presented for decisions an established right of al our members. Each member in attendance has the right to speak freely with out interruption or interference provided the rules are observed. The right of members to "have their say" is as important as their right to vote.

The Right to Information

Every member has the right to know the meaning of the motion before the body and what its effect will be. The chair should keep the pending motion clearly before the body at all times, and when necessary should explain it or call on some member to do so. Any motion and its effect should be explained if there are members who do not understand it. Members have the right to request information they do not understand so they may vote intelligently.
Seventh Concept
All members of a service body bear substantial responsibility for that body's decisions and should be allowed to fully participate in its decision making process.

1.  Discussion for the purpose of the CTA will be the process in which our members can obtain and give information enabling the body through group conscience to make decisions that will better help carry the message of NA. Obviously it would not be practical or even productive to allow everyone the privilege of participation in the discussion. The following are ways to limit discussion.
	Chair can dictate the amount of time allotted for open discussion.

Chair can use the pro/con method E.G. 3 pros / 3 cons.
Members can make a motion to "limit debate" in the amount of time needed for discussion, (see Appendix C)
Members can call for a vote. (see Appendix C)
Discussion is not always necessary.
       
2. Anyone who wishes to speak on the floor must first be recognized by the chair with the exception of:
	Point of Personal privilege         

Point of Order
Appeal to the chair                         
Point of Information
Division of Assembly               
Parliamentary Inquiry
Suspend the Order of the day      



Qualifications to Consider for Area Service
        
The trust necessary to confidently delegate service authority is founded on the careful selection of trusted servants. Personal background or educational qualifications, though helpful, do not necessarily make for effective leadership. When selecting trusted servants, after all, it is the whole person we trust, not just their skills. And one of the first things we look for when selecting trusted servants is humility. Being asked to lead, to serve, to accept responsibility, is a humbling experience for a recovering addict. Through continuing to work the Twelve Steps our trusted servants have come to know not only their assets but their defects and limitations. Knowing that, they have agreed to serve our fellowship to the best of their ability, with God's help. Good NA leaders do not think they have to do everything themselves, they ask for help, advice, and direction on a regular basis.

Any NA member can be a leader, and every NA member has the right to serve the fellowship. We also do ourselves, our fellowship, and our trusted servants a disservice when we ask our members to perform task they are incapable of fulfilling. Bearing this in mind we never should fill a position just to have it filled.



Administrative Committee
1. The Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, and Regional Committee Members (RCMs) and Vice-Treasurer shall have:
	Willingness and desire to serve;

One year commitment except Vice-Chair and Vice-treasurer, and RCMs, which are two (2) year commitments;
Minimums of one year clean time for Vice-Chair, Secretary, and RCM 2.
	Minimum of two years clean time for Chair, RCM 1, and Vice-Treasurer.

Minimum of three years clean time for Treasurer.
	Minimum one year involvement (continuous of NA.

Understanding of the Twelve Traditions, Twelve Concepts, Area Policy, and Parliamentary Procedure through application.
Time and resources needed to be an active participant.



2. The Subcommittee chairperson shall have:
	Willingness and desire to serve

One-year commitment
Minimum two year clean time
Minimum six months NA involvement.
Understanding of the Twelve Traditions, Twelve Concepts, Area Policy, and Parliamentary Procedure through application.                                               
Time and resources needed to be an active participant.











Elections

To reinforce the anonymity expressed in Tradition Nine, our groups, service board, and committees practice various systems of rotating leadership so that no one personality ever dominates. For this area it is suggested that no one serve more than two consecutive terms for any one position.
                                               
Fourth Concept
Effective leadership is highly valued in Narcotics Anonymous. Leadership qualities would be carefully considered when selecting trusted servants.
        
Group Services Representatives (GSRs) are responsible for the election of ASC officers as well as Subcommittee Chairs. Nominees should be NA members with at least (6) months of NA involvement. Prior service experience, such as a trusted servant of a group and /or a subcommittee member, is of great value. Any ASC officer may be removed from their term in office by a two-thirds majority vote per guidelines of this policy. It is suggested any member seeking a term for position as chair or RCM should first serve as a vice-chair or RCM 2 for the benefit of gaining experience and to better serve NA.

Any ASC trusted servant may serve more than one term in the same position, but in keeping with the Ninth-Tradition and the principle of rotating leadership, it is recommended that no position be held for more than two (2) consecutive terms. ASC officers do not have a vote at the ASC.
Procedure for the Election of Officers
1.   One month prior to elections, each GSR should begin announcing at their home group, the particular position(s) that will be open for election and the requirements for that position(s). If possible, through group conscience, nominations and/or volunteers should be solicited from the group for each individual office. Nominations are not seconded. The election of ASC officers is to be held annually in July, with the exception of subcommittee chairs, which is to be held annually in January. Nominations will also be taken from the floor the day of the elections.

2.  Directly before the floor is opened for nominations, the chair will announce the position open for election. The chair will then read the explanation of the position and responsibilities as outlined in this policy.

3.  The chair will then accept nominations. Nominees will then be asked if they accept.

4.  When electing a new chairperson, Treasurer, or RCM, the Vice Chair, Vice-Treasurer, and/or the RCM 2 are automatically nominated. 

In such cases the nominees will be asked to qualify themselves, and the vote by general consent will be taken. No other nominations will be taken or voted upon unless the respective nominee fails to receive a unanimous vote, at which time the floor would open for additional nominations. Nominations are not seconded.

5.  After accepting nominations, the chair will then ask the floor three (3) times if there are any further nominations. If no other nominations are presented, nominations will be considered closed.


6.  Each nominee must be present to qualify him/her self.


7.  Before the actual vote is taken, each nominee should state their qualifications for serving the fellowship in this area (state clean time, past service experience, why you can serve, and why you want to serve the fellowship). At this time the nominee may be asked questions as to the extent of their qualifications.

8. In the case of only one nominee, no vote need be taken. The chair can declare the nominee elected by acclamation.
	In the case of only one nominee, a vote by general consent can be taken. 

If the vote is not unanimous, the issue goes back to the floor for vote by ballot.


9.  Except in the case of acclamation or general consent, voting will be done by paper ballot. 
	Election is based on a simple majority of voting members present. 

In the event there are (3) three or more nominees, the voting process will be carried out, until a simple majority is obtained. 
In the case of a tie, the Chair will cast the deciding vote.


10. These procedures are to be repeated until all positions are filled.


11. In the event that an office cannot expediently be filled by election, the incumbent officer should remain in a "Lame Duck" capacity until such time as elections can be held. In the case of a resignation (either voluntary or involuntary) the chair may appoint a temporary officer from the administrative body.

12. In a contested election, the quorum present will decide the outcome. (See Appendix A).
Resignations

Voluntary
Voluntary resignations are given in writing to the ASC chairperson and or the RCM as soon as possible.

Involuntary
Any officer that misses two (2) consecutive meetings without notification may be automatically removed and notified by mail
Any officer that misses (3) three consecutive meetings with or without notification will be removed from office.
If there is a relapse during term of office.
Any misuse or misappropriation of NA funds calls for immediate resignation of office. Records of all transactions, receipts, any funds and or monies will be surrendered immediately. 
If there is a failure to perform the duties and/or the responsibilities of office.


Impeachment
	This is needed if there is a breach of the traditions, a malicious misuse of the terms and conditions of office, and or generally unethical conduct inconsistent with the role of "trusted servant".

Note: These grounds represent prerequisites for impeachment, they are not meant to imply that impeachment is necessary. Each case should be considered on an individual basis.
A charge of unethical conduct must be placed on the agenda prior to the start of the meeting.
Every attempt to notify and allow the trusted servant say on their behalf must be made.
A motion of impeachment must be presented with cause.
A two-thirds majority vote (by closed ballot) is necessary to impeach.


Procedure for Replacement

Once an office becomes vacant, either voluntarily or involuntarily, the procedure for elections must be followed.



Standing Subcommittee
First Concept
To fulfill our fellowships primary purpose, the NA groups have joined together to create a structure which develops, coordinates, and maintains services on behalf of NA as a whole.

  Each committee chairperson should maintain open lines of communication with their respective committee chairs and the ASC vice-chair to ensure that the subcommittees work together.
 
Administrative Committee as a whole supports the ASC, making sure the meeting happens and helps fulfills policy and clerical need of the ASC. The administrative committee is responsible for administering the general affairs of the entire area committee.

ASC Literature Review Committee is responsible for the fulfillment of our primary purpose through our literature. This committee does this by reviewing and if necessary changing our existing literature to best reflect the message of recovery. The committee also creates new literature for the purpose of addressing issues that affect our ever-changing fellowship. 

ASC Hospitals & Institutions (H&I) Committee coordinates and conducts panels that carry the NA message to addicts who often have no other way of hearing our message. Treatment panels are conducted for patients at addiction treatment centers, mental health facilities, and therapeutic communities. Correctional panels are held for inmates at jails, prisons, and forensic hospitals. The H&I chair will also have access to the CTANA mailbox. A more in-depth explanation of what H&I does can be found in the H&I Handbook.

ASC Public Information Committee (PI) is responsible to inform addicts and others in the community of the availability of recovery in Narcotics Anonymous. Some of these responsibilities are to conduct public meetings for community members, distribute public service announcements to local radio and television stations, and respond to public media inquires. This committee also focuses especially on the NA community's relations with local treatment professionals. PI chairperson will also have access to the CTANA mailbox. Very simply PI lets our communities know that we exist. PI is also responsible for the printing of the CTANA meeting schedules as well as any changes that need to be made.  For a better understanding refer to A Guide to Public Information.

ASC Phoneline Committee maintains a telephone information service for Narcotics Anonymous that helps addicts and others in the community find us easily and quickly. Phoneline volunteers often serve as the first point of contact between the community at large and the NA fellowship. For this season, it is vital that careful attention be paid to the work of this subcommittee. For more details on NA phonelines, consult the Guide to Phoneline Service.

ASC Literature Bank Committee maintains a stock of NA books and pamphlets that can be purchased by local groups at the monthly ASC meeting. The subcommittee is responsible to process group orders, tracking inventory, and reordering depleted items. 

ASC Activities Committee puts on dances, picnics, campouts, and special speaker meetings. Activities like these can provide a greater sense of community for the local NA fellowship and produce additional area income. It should always be kept in mind, however, that these functions are designed to enhance NA’s primary purpose, not to replace group contributions in funding area services. Remember it is also important to have just plain fun in recovery. Funds for this sub-committee start with a $600.00 balance, as of February 2000, it caps at $1000.00. Funds over the cap amount go back into the pie system to be distributed among the other sub-committees.

ASC Newsletter Committee gathers articles and information about local events and other recovery related information; it is then printed and distributed by this committee. The Newsletter works within the budget of $158.67 for quarterly printing. More information can be found in the Handbook for NA Newsletters.
  
ASC Outreach Committee serves as the outstretched hand of an established NA community: reaching out to isolated groups and addicts, particularly in large rural areas. By phone, by mail, and in person, they make sure that no group or no addict has to go it alone if isolated groups and addicts in touch with the mainstream of the NA fellowship. There is also institutional outreach that helps established groups behind the walls, link up to the service structure. For more information on outreach and the responsibilities of the committee, refer to the Outreach Handbook.
  
Policy Committee is responsible for keeping an updated policy for the ASC, through taking notes and making changes to current policy based on motions adopted through the motion process. Distribute updated policy information with end of year report. Review and make suggestions on policy changes as needed to ensure policy accuracy.
           






                               
Forming New Subcommittees

Standing Subcommittee

To form a new committee, or to activate a committee that has been considered inactive, there are several steps to be taken:
	The proposal is brought forth in new business, in the form of a motion.

A need for the subcommittee must be established, either from discussion on the floor or from an ad-hoc committee.
A draft of the guidelines should be drawn up by either the sub-committee or an ad-hoc committee and then presented to the body for adoption. A two-thirds majority vote is required to adopt.


Ad-Hoc Subcommittees
An ad-hoc subcommittee is basically a fact finding committee. This committee gathers information on a particular item and reports back to the ASC body so that an informed decision can be made. This also allows the body to concentrate on other matters in the mean time. Once the need for an ad-hoc committee is established, the ASC chair will appoint members to the ad-hoc committee from volunteers. The committee will continue until its assigned task is completed. The ASC chair will then dissolve the committee.


Elimination of a Standing Subcommittee

To eliminate a standing subcommittee that is now active, the subcommittee itself must request that a motion be made to eliminate the subcommittee. The motion is then seconded and taken back to the groups for their consideration. The motion is then brought back up under new business at the next ASC meeting. A two-thirds majority vote is needed to approve such an issue.

Note: If a subcommittee is not meeting any longer and the position of subcommittee chair has been vacant and every attempt to fill the vacancy has failed, the ASC chair can declare the subcommittee inactive. The eliminated subcommittee will be removed from the role call.




Administrative Officers

Our area service committee has six administrative officers: Chairperson; Vice-Chairperson; Treasurer; Vice-Treasurer; Secretary; and two Regional Committee Members (RCM1 and RCM2). These individuals are responsible for administering the general affairs of the entire area committee. Because of that, it is important that great care be taken in their selection. A substantial amount of clean time and a personal maturity should be the first consideration, along with experience in the steps, traditions, and concepts of service. Our trusted servants should demonstrate the stability and personal sense of direction that serve as an example to others. They should be capable of serving without attempting to govern.

Chairperson: The area chair is responsible for conducting the committee meeting, preparing the agenda, and various other administrative duties. The chair is also responsible for correspondence, maintaining area files and archives. The chair is one of the cosigners of the ASC’s bank account. At committee meetings they can vote only in case of a tie. The chair's primary tools are parliamentary procedure, a firm hand, a calm spirit, and a clear mind. The chair must also have access to the CTASC mailbox.

Vice Chairperson: The area vice-chair's primary responsibility is the coordination of the area sub-committees. The area vice-chair keeps in regular touch with the chairpersons of each sub-committee to stay informed of their projects and problems, attending sub-committee meetings whenever possible. If disputes arise within a sub-committee or between subcommittees, the ASC vice-chair helps find solutions to them. The vice-chair works closely with subcommittee chairs when they prepare their annual reports and budgets. The vice-chair is a co-signer on the ASC's bank account.

Secretary: The area secretary handles all the committee's paperwork, a formable job. Their first responsibility is to take clear and accurate minutes of the area committee meetings and distribute those minutes to all committee participants within a reasonable period of time after each meeting. Secretary also keeps a log of the various motions presented at area and files them in the archives. Also, since the secretary mails the minutes to the area committee members, they need to keep an updated list of the participants’ addresses.
 
Treasurer: The area treasurer's job is critical to the committee's work. Because of the added responsibility of handling money associated with service as treasurer, it is especially important that the area committee selects their treasurer with care. If the committee selects someone who is not capable of handling the job, then the committee is at least partly responsible if money is stolen, area expenses are not paid, or funds are not properly accounted for. It is recommended that areas elect people to this position who are financially secure, good at managing their personal finances, inspire the trust of the committee, and have substantial clean time. The treasurer receives contributions from the groups, administers the area's checking account, pays the rent for the committee's meeting space, reimburses officers and subcommittee chairs for their budgeted expenses, keeps careful records of all transactions, and reports on the financial condition of the area committee at each of its meetings. Treasurer will have access to the CTANA mailbox.



Vice-Treasurer: This position has been created to prepare someone for the role of area treasurer. This has been done to hopefully provide a smooth transition from one treasurer to the next. It is also more prudent to have two people checking facts and figures rather than just one. The responsibilities of the vice-treasurer are to attend all area committee meetings and assist the treasurer in his or compiling and delivery of the treasurer's report. The vice-chair must possess all the qualifications needed to be the treasurer and should be treated as such when being considered for this position. The vice-treasurer is not a co-signer on the ASC bank account.



Regional Committee Member (RCMI and RCM II): Regional Committee Members are just that - They serve as the core of the regional service committee, a body which coordinates service forums throughout the region, is responsible for the regional convention, and conducts the regional assembly. The regional committee also serves all yearlong as a contact point between NA world and local services. RCMs keep their area in touch with the larger world of NA by providing information on activities in neighboring areas, functions sponsored by the regional committee, reports relevant to subcommittee affairs, and important issues being discussed at various levels of service. Both the region and its areas depend on RCMs to be well-versed in NA service practices and principles. RCMs should be closely acquainted with the twelve traditions ad the twelve concepts, the fundamentals of service in our fellowship. Familiarity with all published service manuals and bulletins puts the resources of the whole fellowship at the RCM’s fingertips. RCMs should carefully study the reports from their own area's groups, officers, and subcommittee chairs so that they can pass their area's experience on to others at the regional meeting. RCMs will be more effective contacts between their areas and the regional committee if they take time to talk personally with other participants in their area committees. That way, they can get a better idea of what needs and concerns the regional committee should address. The RCM will have access to the CTANA mailbox. Regional committee members serve two-year terms. CTA has two RCMs serving at a time, one elected in odd-numbered years and the other in even years.
Area Funds
Eleventh Concept
NA members around the world contribute money to help our fellowship fulfill its primary purpose. It is incumbent upon every element of our service structure to use those funds to carry the NA message as far as possible. To do that our service bodies must manage those funds responsibly, accounting fully and accurately for its use to those who provided it. 

Narcotics Anonymous funds should always be used to further our primary purpose. NA monies are used to pay the expenses involved in running NA recovery meetings, to inform the public about NA, and to reach addicts who can't get to meetings. It is used to develop, produce, translate, and distribute our message in written form, and to bring our members together in a service community committed to the vision of spreading our message around the world to those in need. All of this is done in support of NA's spiritual aim: To carry the message to the addict who still suffers.

Service funds are not easy to come by to fulfill our primary purpose; we need all of the financial resources at our fellowship's disposal. Our groups, service boards, and committees must make prudent use of the money we give them, refusing to spend money frivolously or self- indulgently. With NA's primary purpose in mind, our services will avoid wasting money; using the funds they have been given to carry our message as effectively as possible.
        
All ASC funds will be deposited directly into our bank account in an expedient manner as to minimize the risk of some type of loss. There will be signatures of at least two of the four people authorized by the signature account on each and every check. No checks shall be written or cashed that have only one signature, for this would constitute misappropriation of funds. The four people authorized as co- signer on the ASC's account are the chair, the vice-chair, the treasurer and the RCM. Any changes in officers will demand immediate changes on the bank signature card. 

Our area presently uses the percentage system, better known as the pie chart. These percentages can vary month to month by what the body dictates. This can be done by a simple majority vote. Any subcommittee may request more of the pie, but it still has to be approved by the body. The body can put a cap on any or all subcommittees. They may also raise or lower the cap as needed, or impose no cap at all. It will be everyone's responsibility, especially the treasurer and the subcommittee chairs to keep track of the various percentages. The following are some additional guidelines that address the handling of area funds. More specific guidelines for the treasurer's handling of the funds can be obtained from anyone of the ASC's officers.

	The treasurer will issue receipts for any funds received.

All funds received greater than $10.00 should be in the form of a group check or money order, and should be stamped "for deposit only".
ASC funds spent without prior approval from the body is considered misappropriation. Reimbursement of officers’ expenses and ASC bills are considered previously approved.
All motions requiring new expenditures must be passed by a 2/3 -majority vote.
The CTASC will maintain a prudent reserve of $500 dollars to cover one month ASC operating expenses, to include Phoneline and answering service bills, rent, and any other obligated expenses.
An audit of the ASC's financial records should take place at least once a year, when there is a change in treasurers, or on request.
All funds will be deposited within 48 hours of area’s close, any NA event, or whenever donations are made. This can be done by the treasurer or the subcommittee chair responsible for the event, which will get a deposit slip from the treasurer prior to the event. Once the funds are totaled, another responsible officer will recount the funds and initial the receipt prior to deposit.
All sources of incoming funds must be documented and included in the ASC's treasurer's report.
No checks will be written out to cash. All checks will designate to whom the check was issued.
No donations will be accepted that are earmarked for a particular subcommittee.
Any group that issues a check to the CTA and has insufficient funds shall no longer be able to procure CTA services until amends are made.
Once a year a fundraiser is to be held for the purpose of supporting the world level directly.  Activities subcommittee is responsible for putting on me event.
Monies requested by a subcommittee above the amount in their account must be appropriated by a motion, which must include the source of those funds.
Activities Sub-committee account has a beginning balance, as of Feb 2000, of $600.00. They have a cap of $1000.00. Anything over the cap goes back into pie to be distributed among the other sub-committees.









Parliamentary Short Form Definitions
Motion
2nd Required
Debatable
Interrupt Speaker
Amendable
Vote Required
Main Motion
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Majority
Recess
Yes
Yes+
No
Yes+
Majority
Point of Personal Privilege
No
No
Yes
No
Chair
Point of Order
No
No
Yes
No
Chair
Appeal to the Chair
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Chair
Division of Motion
No
No
No
No
Chair
Withdraw of Motion
No
No
Yes
No
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APPENDIX A
POINT OF ORDER

PURPOSE
To call the attention of the assembly and of the presiding officer to a violation of the rules, an omission, a mistake, or an error in procedure, and to secure a ruling from the presiding officer on the question raised.

 HOW POINTS OF ORDER ARISE
 Whenever a member violates a rule, whether intentionally or not, the presiding officer should call attention to the violation and either require the member to conform to the rule or declare the member's action out of order. The presiding officer is, in effect, raising a point of order. If the presiding officer fails to enforce a rule of the assembly or parliamentary procedure, or does not notice an error made be a member, or if an error is made by the presiding officer, it is the right of any member to call attention to the violation by rising to the point of order.
Rising to point of order is a request that the presiding officer gives a ruling or decision on the point raised by the member.
                             
  RULES GOVERNING POINT OF ORDER
Can interrupt a speaker because a mistake should be corrected immediately.
Requires no second because it is a request.
Is not debatable unless the presiding officer refers it to the body for discussion and direction.
Cannot be amended.
Requires no vote, because it is a request and is decided by the chair.
Takes precedence as an incidental motion and must be decided immediate.
Applies to any mistake, violation, or omission.
Can have no motion applied to it except the motion to withdraw.

POINT OF INFORMATION
PURPOSE
A point of information is a request directed to the chair, or through the chair to another member or officer, for information relevant to the business at hand but not related to parliamentary procedure. If the speaker consents to the interruption, the time consumed will be taken out of his allowed time. The chair therefore asks if the speaker is willing to be interrupted, and if the speaker consents, directs the inquirer to state his question. After the question is stated the member raising the question is obligated to remain silent and allow the member who has the floor to continue.

RULES GOVERNING POINT OF IMFORMATION
Addressed to the chair.
Cannot interrupt the speaker without speaker’s consent.
Requires no second because it is a request.
Not debatable.
Cannot be amended.
Requires no vote, because it is a request.
Can be ruled out of order, or ignored.
Can have no motion applied to it, except to withdraw.
                                      
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
PURPOSE
This is a question directed to the presiding officer to obtain information on a matter of parliamentary procedure or to guidelines as they apply in our policy or have bearing on the business being considered. It is the duty of the chair to answer such a question when is may assist a member to make an appropriate motion, raise a proper point of order or understand the parliamentary situation or effect of a motion. The chair is not obligated to answer hypothetical question.

A parliamentary inquire may interrupt a speaker only if it requires an immediate answer. No member should interrupt a speaker with an inquiry if it can reasonably wait until the speaker has finished speaking. The member should state request for parliamentary inquiry instead of waiting to be recognized. The Chair decides if an immediate answer is warranted or explains that the inquiry will be answered as soon as the speaker has finished.


 RULES GOVERNING PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Can interrupt a speaker if it requires an immediate answer.
Requires no second because it is a request.
Is not debatable
Cannot be amended.
Requires no vote because it is a request and is decided by the chair.
Takes precedence as an incidental motion and must be decided immediately.
Applies to no other motion.
Can have no motion applied to it except the motion to withdraw.
APPEAL TO THE CHAIR
 PURPOSE
To enable a member who believes that the presiding officer is mistaken or unfair in the ruling to have the body decide by vote whether the presiding officer’s decision should be upheld or overruled.

After a member has announced an appeal to the chair, and has a second, the presiding officer states the reasons for the ruling and the member may state the reason for the appeal. After opportunity for discussion, the vote is taken, not on the appeal but on sustaining or overruling the chair's decision. A majority votes whether to sustain or overrule the chair decides the outcome. In the case of a tie vote the chair's decision is sustained.

An appeal is permissible only immediately after the presiding officers decision has been rendered. If any other business has intervened, an appeal is not in order. However, if another member has obtained the floor, that member may be interrupted by an appeal if it is made promptly. 

 RULES GOVERNING THE MOTION TO APPEAL
Can interrupt a speaker because it must be proposed immediately.
Requires a second.
Is debatable.
Cannot be amended.
Requires a majority vote in the negative to overrule the chair's decision.
Takes precedence as an incidental motion and must be decided immediately.
Applies to ruling and decisions of the presiding officer.
Can have applied motions to close, limit or withdraw debate.

CHALLENGING AN ELECTION
An election may be challenged only during the time that it is taking place or within a reasonable brief time thereafter. The rounds for challenging an election are usually that persons who are ineligible have voted; that procedures required for carrying our a fair election where not observed; procedures or actions during an election where unauthorized or illegal; that there was gross negligence in conducting the election; or the election requirements in the policy were not correctly interpreted or followed, and that these violations may have changed the result of the election.
        
The key here is that the election procedure violation may have changed the result of the election. If not, the challenge is ruled out of order. If illegal votes are cast or if illegal practices engaged in could not have changed the results of the election, the fact that there was an illegal vote or practice does not void the election. In any case, the officer chosen during the election takes office and remains in office until a decision on the challenge has been reached.
      
DILATORY TACTICS
Dilatory tactics that is, delaying the proposal or the vote on a subject by making unnecessary motions, asking pointless questions, or talking around and not on the question are always out of order. As soon as it is evident that a member or group of members is using dilatory tactics, the presiding officer should point out that such conduct is out of order. If members persist in dilatory tactics, the chair should refuse to recognize them or should rule them out of order.
                                                
CLOSE DEBATE
PURPOSE
To prevent or stop discussion on the pending motion or motions; to prevent the proposal of other subsidiary motions except to postpone temporarily; and to bring the pending motion to an immediate vote.

Once a motion to close debate has been called for and seconded, no further discussion on the pending motion is allowed until after the motion to close is adopted by a two-third-majority vote. If adopted, an immediate vote must be made on the pending motion without any further discussions. If not adopted, discussions may continue.

RULES GOVERNING THE MOTION TO CLOSE DEBATE
Cannot interrupt speaker.
Requires a second.
Is not debatable.
Cannot be amended.
Requires a two-thirds vote because it prevents or cuts off debate.
Takes precedence over all subsidiary motions except to postpone temporarily.
Applies to debatable motions only.
Can have no motion applied to it except the motion to withdraw.
MOTION TO RECONSIDER
A Motion to Reconsider enables the body, within the limited time of the same meeting, to bring back for further consideration a motion which has already been voted on. The purpose of reconsidering a vote is to permit correction of a hasty or misinformed vote; or a change in situation that has developed since the taking of the vote.

The motion to reconsider can only be made by a member who voted with the prevailing side. The minority could be the prevailing side if a motion requiring a two-thirds vote for adoption was lost. Also, if the motion to be reconsidered was adopted as a unanimous vote, all the members present at the time of the adoption are in the same position as if they had voted on the prevailing side. These methods are used as a protection against dilatory tactics used by a defeated minority.
 
RULES GOVERNING THE MOTION TO RECONSIDER
Can interrupt a speaker.
Requires a second.                                  
Is debatable.
Cannot be amended.
Requires a majority vote.
Takes precedence over no other motions.
Applies to votes on main motions taken at the same meeting.
Can have applied to it closed debate, to limit debate and to withdraw.


MOTION TO RESCIND
To repeal (cancel, nullify, void) a main motion passed at a previous meeting. A Motion to Rescind can also be used to void a rule, bylaw or policy. Any motion that was passed, no matter how long before, may be rescinded unless some past action or event has already occurred that the body cannot rescind. The motion to rescind, if passed, affects the present and future only, and cannot be retroactive. The motion to rescind requires a majority vote unless it took a two-thirds vote to pass the motion that is being rescinded, in which case, it would take a two-thirds vote to rescind it.
                          
RULES GOVERNING THE MOTION TO RESCIND
1.       Cannot interrupt the speaker.
2.       Requires a second.
3.       Is debatable.
4.       Cannot be amended.
5.       Requires a majority vote.
6.       Takes precedence over no other motion.
7.       Applies to main motions previously adopted.
8.       Can have applied to it, limit debate, vote immediately and to withdraw.
                                       
DIVISION OF ASSEMBLY                                        
PURPOSE
The purpose of a Division of Assembly is to verify an indecisive voice or hand vote by requiring the GSRs to rise and to be counted. If a member feels the vote just taken is incorrect, the member may call for a division of assembly only if no other business has begun. However if another member has obtained the floor, that member may be interrupted by a request for a division of assembly if it is made promptly. If a division is called for then the chair will have the members stand to be counted for the 2nd vote. A member also has the right to change their vote if they so choose, but only if the vote is not by ballot.

RULES GOVERNING DIVISION OF ASSEMBLY
Can interrupt proceedings because it requires immediate decision.
Requires no second because it is a request.
Is not debatable.
Cannot be amended.
Requires no vote because it is a request and is decided by the presiding officer.
Takes precedence as an incidental motion and must be decided immediately.
Applies to indecisive voice or hand votes.
Can have no motion applied to it

Motions Adopted
Activation of a Spanish Phoneline. Motion 1, of January 1998.

	Group starter kit will consist of, (1) Basic text, (I) set of readings, (5) white books, (2) of each pamphlets, (10) white key tags, (2) of 30,60,90 day key tags, and (1) treasures handbook. Motion 4 of August 1998


	Reading of the ASC minutes be abolished and the practice of a simple request for corrections or amendments be made by the chair, followed by a motion to accept as amended, corrected or adopted through a vote. Motion 2 of April 1999


	To add a line in Policy that states “Any monies requested by a subcommittee above the amount in their account must be accompanied by a motion, which must include the source of those funds.” Motion 7, June 1999.


	To approve the expenditure of $50 each month off the top expense for the purpose of hiring an interpreter. Treasurer to give check to GSR upon request to pay interpreter. Motion 1 Sept 1999


	To delete from policy under Agenda pg. 3 Item 1 and replace that statement with “The Chairperson will prepare a tentative agenda and make it available on the day of the ASC.” Motion 3 Sept. 1999


	To print Newsletter quarterly with a budget of $158.67. Motion 6, Sept 1999


	To increase prudent reserve to $500. Motion 4, Oct 1999


	Convert existing 2% pie allocation that is now given to literature review to outreach subcommittee. August 2000.


	Change Policy to State: “Minutes are to be mailed to groups 14 days prior to the next area service committee meeting.” April 2001.


	To add vice treasurer to page 10 #4 of Policy. July 2002


	To change area policy to the effect of area accepting money orders and checks from group accounts only, except for an amount of 10$ or less which can be purchased for cash.  August 2002.


	To remove admin expenses from the pie and pay them OTT. November 2002


	Add Lit Review Subcommittee to the pie; give 10% to lit review. November 2002.


	Subcommittees to pay current sales tax on literature purchased from CTA lit bank. Motion 1, October 2003


	To return the 10% of Pie formerly designated to Lit Review Subcommittee (now inactive) back to the pie. Note: The language of this motion as reported in the minutes reads: “To take 10% of Lit. Review pie and disburse back into pie as usual.” Intent: To evenly distribute money to better serve subcommittees.” Motion 4, August 2003.



